
Relevance of a Document to a Query

Computing the relevance of a document to a query has four parts:

1. Computing the significance of a word W within document D.

2. Computing the significance of word W to document D based on links to D.

E.g. if W appears in an anchor of a link to D, that suggests that D may be

relevant to W.

3. Computing the query-independent quality of the document.

4. Combining (1), (2) and (3) into an overall score.

How this is done in the commercial search engines is a closely guarded secret. I have

never seen any discussion of how (2) or (4) are done, and what has been published

about (1) (discussed below) and (3) (PageRank, to be discussed in lecture 3) should

not be believed.
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Significance of a word in a document.

The standard measure here, from information retrieval (IR) theory, is known as the

TF/IDF (term frequency / inverse document frequency) measure. It is computed as

follows. Let W be a word, D be a document, and C be a collection of documents. We

then define the following quantities:

The length of D, |D|, is the number of terms in D (counting repetitions).

The count of W in D, cD
W is the number of occurrences of W in D.

(Note that the question of identity and normalization of words enters here.)

The term frequency of W in D, TF D
W = cD

W/|D|.

The size of C, |C| is the number of documents in C.

The document count of W in C, MC
W is the number of documents in C that contain

W.

The inverse document frequency of W in C, IDF C
W = |C|/MC

W .

The TF/IDF measure of W in D relative to C, T D,C
W is a measure of the importance

of W as a query word for D relative to C. It is computed as (some increasing function

of TF D
W or cD

W ) times (some increasing function of IDF C
W ). Usually the function of

IDF is the log function. The function of TF is sometimes the identity, sometimes

other functions; e.g. the SMART retrieval system uses 1 + log(1 + log(cD
W )).

Features of the above formula:

• The more often word W appears in D, the greater T D,C
W .

• The more common word W is, in terms of the number of documents that it

appears in, the larger MC
W , the smaller IDF C

W and the smaller T D,C
W . In partic-

ular, if W appears in every document then IDF C
W = 1 and log(IDF C

W ) = 0 and

the exclusion of stop words falls out naturally from this model.
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Combining word significance : Vector Method

There is a very widely used method for using the above measures of word significance

into a measure, either of the similarity of two documents or of the relevance of a

document to a query. This is called the vector model and is due to Gerard Salton.

Let W be the total number of distinct index terms in the collection C. (Note: you may

wish to divide the whole collection into subcollections, e.g. by language.) Consider a

W-dimensional geometric (Euclidean) space where each term is a different dimension.

We consider a document D to correspond to a vector where the component of D in

the dimension corresponding to word W is the value T D,C
W . (Of course, most words

W do not appear in D, so the component in that dimension will be 0, so this is a

sparse vector.) Symbolicly, let ~D be the vector associated with D and let Ŵ be the

unit vector associate with word W. Then ~D = TD,C
W Ŵ .

Measurement Rule 1: The similarity of documents D and E is measured by the

cosine of the angle between ~D and ~E, ~D · ~E/|D||E|.

Measurement Rule 2: The relevance of document D to query Q is measured as the

similarity of D to Q where Q is viewed as a (very short) document, and similarity is

measured as in Measurement Rule 1.
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Algorithms

Putting all this together, we get the following algorithm for basic vector-based re-

trieval:

At indexing time:

{ for (each document D in C)

for (each distinct word W in D) {

MC
W ++;

TF D
W ← cD

W /|D|.

}

for (each word W in the lexicon) {

IDF C
W ← log(|C|/MC

W );

for (each document D in W’s doclist) T D,C
W ← TF D

W · IDF C
W ;

}

for (each document D in C) {

| ~D| ←
√

ΣW∈D(TD,C
W )

2

;

for (each word W in D) {

Y D,C
W ← TD,C

W /| ~D|;

/* Y D,C
W is the component of ~D/| ~D| in the W dimension */

record Y D,C
W under indices W, D in the inverted file.

}

}

}

(Note the difference between |D|, the number of words in document D, and | ~D|, the

length of the vector ~D corresponding to D.)
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At query time

retrieve(in Q:query; K: integer, DB: inverted index

out L: top K ranked documents)

{ for each word (W in Q) compute T Q
W , the weight of W in Q;

L ← merge over (W in Q) (list of documents indexed under W );

for each (document D in L)

RD
Q (relevance of D to Q) ←

∑

W∈Q (if (D indexed under W) then T Q
W Y D,C

W else 0);

return K elements of L with maximal values of RD
Q ;

}

If the index is divided between servers by document, then the above retrieval is carried

out by each of the index servers, the results are sent to a single server and merged

there.
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Modifications

Easy modification: Use other criteria for the weighting scheme.

In document: emphasis, title, position, font size, etc.

Anchor is only a little trickier: In indexing a D1 with link to D2 with anchor A, add

or increment weight of D2 on doclist for words in A.

In query: Change weight T Q
W .

Penalties for imperfect matches: For partially matching words W1 and W2 determine

a match value µW1,W2 between 0 and 1 (either record in the lexicon or return from

the stemming algorithm) and modify the retrieval algorithm as follows.

retrieve(in Q:query; K: integer, DB: inverted index

out L: top K ranked documents)

{ for each word (V in Q) compute T Q
V , the weight of V in Q;

WL ← merge over (V in Q) ({ V } ∪ list of words that partially match V);

L ← merge over (W in WL) (list of documents indexed under W);

for each (document D in L)

RD
Q ← 0;

for each (V in Q)

RD
Q += maxW matches V (if (D indexed under W) then T Q

V µW,V Y D,C
W else 0);

/* Or possibly Y D,C
V , who knows? */

return K elements of L with maximal values of RD
Q ;

}

If some word matches more than one word in Q? Who knows?

Also not clear how partial matches to V should be counted in computing IDF C
V at

indexing time.
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Harder modification: Phrase search and proximity. Google gives higher ranking with

query words in same sequence as in query or close together.

If positional information is kept in inverted index, then, for each document D in the

intersection of sequential pair of words W1, W2 in index, do a “proximity merge” of

〈W1, D〉.positions with 〈W2, D〉, add points to D accordingly. This is easier if posi-

tions are recorded by word count rather than byte count, though of course indexing

into the full text is easier with a byte count.

Compound nouns: Google will retrieve pages with a compound noun like ”house-

boat” for the query ”house boat” (even if the query is quoted with the word break).

Either the query is regularized to the compound at query time, or the compound is

regularized to the two words at indexing time, probably the former.

Extended strings: If the query contains a long string of words, then presumably the

retriever does an ”adjacency” merge for the first few words, and then looks up the

phrase in full text. Or possibly it does a positional merge for the most unusual words

in the query, and then looks up the phrase in full text.

How search engines handle strings of stop words is not clear to me. Google does not

seem to be extremely accurate on this. Of the top 10 pages retrieved for “this kind

of thing” only 3 actually seem to contain the phrase. (Of course, it’s hard to be sure

about anchors on inlinks, but that seems improbable.) A number of times I have

gotten incorrect results on queries of strings of content words (mostly failures to find

pages I know were there) but I can’t find any instances now.
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Similar documents

The above theory provides a straightforward measure of the similarity between two

documents D and E, namely the cosine of the angle between them D · E/|D||E|.

However, that raises the retrieval problem; as far as I know, the problem of indexing

billions of vectors in a million-dimensional vector space so as to support efficient

retrieval of the nearest vectors to a given point is unsolved, even if the vectors are

sparse and have unit length. My guess as to how this is done would be that you

determine the most “important” words in the document in terms of TF-IDF score

and then treat those words as a query. This will work well if there are a few important

words and badly if there are a large number of equally important words.

Observations on TF/IDF vector model

To summarize the TF/IDF vector model: For query Q and document D in collection

C, let

~D =
∑

W∈D

TF D
W IDF C

W Ŵ

~Q =
∑

W∈Q

IDF C
WŴ

Then the relevance of D to Q is the cosine of the angle between ~D and ~Q, evaluated

as ~D · ~Q/| ~D|| ~Q|.

Suppose we consider two documents D1 and D2 which have the same distribution of

words in Q; that is, for all W in Q, TF D1

W = TF D2

W . Then ~D1 · ~Q = ~D2 · ~Q. So D1 is

more relevant to Q than D2 just if | ~D1| < | ~D2|; that is, if the mean IDF of the words

not in Q is less in D1 than in D2.
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Why TF/IDF?

Here’s an argument, of a sort. It is accepted in information theory, the informa-

tion associated with an event of probability p is measured at log
2
(1/p) (more or less

because the probability of a string of n bits is 2−n, but there are a lot of stronger

arguments all of which lead to this conclusion.) Therefore, since the document fre-

quency of word W is MC
W /|C|, the information carried by any occurrence of W is

equal to log(|C|/MC
W ) = IDF C

W . Therefore, the total information carried by all the

occurrences of W in C is cD
W IDF C

W . The total information carried by all the occur-

rences in D of some word in Q — in other words, the total information in D relevant

to Q — is
∑

W∈Q cD
W IDF C

W . The total information in D relevant to Q per word of D

is therefore
∑

W∈Q TF D
W IDF C

W .

The argument is pure hand-waving, but to some extent that’s unavoidable; we’re try-

ing to estimate the extremely subtle and vague concept of the relevance of a document

to a query through a couple of very crude measurements and no direct evidence, so

we are not going to get an argument of rocket-science quality. More specific problems

with the argument are:

• It doesn’t explain why we use the inverse document frequency of a word rather

than the simple inverse frequency.

• It doesn’t give the vector model (though in terms of comparing two documents

for relevance to a query, the results are probably generally not that far apart).

The most you can say for this argument is that it kinda suggests that terms like

TF*log(something) might be worth thinking about.

People have tried to find better theoretical justifications for the IDF formula. Some of

these are summarized in the paper “Understanding Inverse Document Frequency: On

Theoretical Arguments for IDF” by Stephen Robertson, Journal of Documentation,
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vol. 60, no. 5, pp. 503-520,

http://www.soi.city.ac.uk/ ser/idfpapers/Robertson idf JDoc.pdf

Unfortunately, I can’t make head or tail of these. If anyone can figure these out and

explain them to me so that I understand them (or any other theoretical argument for

TF/IDF they can find in the literature), I will consider that a replacement for the

final exam.
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